Chinese Bible School
MONTHLY REPORT—June 2021
Dear brothers and sisters, may this letter find you well in all things. Do not lose
heart in whatever situation, knowing that the Lord is on our side and He will reward
us when the last day shall come.
We are glad the eight video lessons for the book of Colossians have been
completed. Many thanks to my wife Yolanda and brother Chin Yong for their
collaborative effort in designing and making the graphics that makes the videos
more vivid and vibrant. I am also thankful for those volunteers from Taiwan,
Malaysia, and China spending time reviewing the final videos before releasing to
public for viewing. The reviewers sometimes left comments like this, “The first
three video lessons are very encouraging and should encourage the brothers and
sisters to continue serving the Lord.” Sometimes they would point out my speech
was too fast in some places of the video. I appreciate their comments that allow me
to know where I should make progress. This reminds me of what the Bible says,
“Iron sharpeneth iron; so a man sharpeneth the countenance of his friend.” (Pro.
27:17)
The book of Acts is our next teaching course for video lessons. It will be about
thirty lessons for this course. The manuscripts of the first four lessons have been
completed and are in reviewing. These four lessons include the materials from the
introduction of the book to Acts 2:21.
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Our Tencent QQ and WhatsApp online Bible study groups continue to study the
book of Acts. We have come to the second half of the book and studied the
conversion of Saul and his first missionary journey. I appreciate the dedication of
both online and offline students who diligently study. Some of them are the audit
students in the Chinese department of the Four Seas College. This English Bible
school in Singapore has expanded to a Chinese division and attracted many Chinese
-speaking brethren enrolling as a formal or an audit student. May God bless those
who hunger and thirst for His word.
I am glad that the review work for the Chinese translation of the book How do You
Know God is Real by Kyle Butt at Apologetics Press has been completed. Many
thanks to the brethren in China who provided some valuable suggestions about the
Chinese translation. Completing all the necessary revisions, we have sent the
completed manuscripts to the author. As brother Kyle said in his email, “Thank you
so much for your work on this project. I pray that it will bless many sincere souls
who are seeking their Creator.” I also pray that this book will find the honest souls
who may know the truth and be added to the Kingdom of the Lord.
All the online Chinese video views in June 2021 were over 51,500 and in all
time there have been over one million.
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